
Information about the LAR Metadata Format
UCARConnect can only take in metadata records that are well-formed, in the correct metadata format, and that are valid with respects to the format's 
schema. In order for an xml record to be well-formed, it must follow the guidelines of the W3 Consortium, such as correct capitalization, inclusion of both 
start- and end-tags, and proper nesting. A good tutorial for learning the basics of well-formed xml can be found at  . Additionally, official w3schools.com
documentation about the xml standard can be found at  .w3.org

Xml records are valid when they comply with the metadata schema for the format they are written in. For example, all valid lar records must comply with 
the lar schema. The schema stipulates which fields must be present in lar metadata records, whether they can be used multiple times, whether they have a 
controlled vocabulary, etc. There are many xml editors which will check for valid and well-formed records. 

Homepage for the lar schema

The lar schemas and vocabularies can be found at  . Here you will find two sample records in the records folder, as well as http://ns.nsdl.org/ncs/lar/1.00/
the  under the docs folder.Best Practices

What does lar stand for?

The lar framework was designed to create metadata that complies with the principals of  An educational resource Learning Application Readiness.
might be classroom-ready, but unless the metadata describes it in a useful way, the resource will not be discoverable.
More fields are required in lar than in nsdl_dc (for example, education level, format, language, etc.). There are also more fields that use controlled 
vocabularies instead of free-text. This helps to ensure metadata is of the highest quality, which in turns allows us to build user-centered search 
services on top of the metadata.

What should a lar record look like?

Besides checking out the , a valid lar xml record will start with the the following declaration and root element <record> (which tells a sample records
program where the schema it's following is located): 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<record =" " =" " ="xsi:schemaLocation  http://ns.nsdl.org/ncs/lar http://ns.nsdl.org/ncs/lar/1.00/schemas/lar.xsd xmlns http://ns.nsdl.org/ncs/lar xmlns:xsi http://w

">ww.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
 (...all the required and optional elements such as <identifier>, <subject>, <date>, etc. go here...)
</record>

Required fields in a lar metadata record

The  contain detailed instruction for each lar metadata field, however here is a brief , overviewing only the required LAR Best Practices Quick-Start guide
fields. To find definitions of the fields and their vocabulary terms, please see the Best Practices.

Support

For questions and more information, please contact jblomer@ucar.edu
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